A Message from the U.S. Census Bureau:

We are requesting your cooperation with the Quarterly Survey of Selected Non-Property Taxes. This survey provides quarterly estimates of non-property tax revenue for local governments in the United States and is a component of the Quarterly Summary of State and Local Government Tax Revenue.

Please report online using the information below, and keep this letter for future reference:

**Website:**
**User ID:**
**Password:**
**Due Date:**

We estimate this survey will take an average of 20 minutes to complete. Information about the authority, confidentiality, and burden of this data collection can be found on the back of this letter.

For assistance with completing this survey, visit us online at the website above or call our customer help line at 1-800-832-2839, Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Eastern time.

Thank you in advance for your time and cooperation, and for helping the U.S. Census Bureau measure America’s people, places, and economy. Your response makes a difference.

Sincerely,

Ron S. Jarmin
Performing the Non-Exclusive Functions and Duties of the Director
OMB Number

This collection has been approved by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). The eight-digit OMB approval number is 0607-0112 and appears at the upper right of the login screen. Without this approval, we could not conduct this survey.

Authority and Confidentiality

Title 13, United States Code, Sections 161 and 182, authorizes the U.S. Census Bureau to conduct this collection and request your voluntary assistance. These data are subject to provisions of Title 13, United States Code, Section 9(b), exempting data that are customarily provided in public records from rules of confidentiality.

Burden Estimate Statement

We estimate this survey will take an average of 20 minutes to complete, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information.